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Trade 1
Comparative advantage
Trade as an advantage for all partners
The static gains from trade.
The law of comparative advantage.
The Ricardian Theory
Trade 1
The assumptions
Assume that partner countries produce the same commodities:
for simplicity's sake, think of two countries producing two
commodities.
The relevant question: should they trade?
To highlight the relevance of this theory, assume that one
country is more productive than its potential partner.
To use Ricardo's method, think in terms of these goods as
being produced by labour alone.
Before trade, countries feature full employment: they fully
utilize all their productive resources. Trade must ensure that
these resources remain fully employed.
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A simple example
England versus Portugal (See the reference textbook).
England produces 10.000 yards of cloth and 2000 bottles of
wine. The opportunity cost ratio is 10:2.
Portugal produces 10.000 yards of cloth and 8.000 bottles of
wine. The opportunity cost is: 10:8
Should these two countries trade? If yes, what should they
trade?
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The answer
Without trade, if England wishes to consume one more bottle
of wine it must give up 5 yards of cloth.
Similarly, if Portugal wishes to consume 5 more yards of cloth,
it will have to give up four bottles of wine.
Clearly, England could oﬀer Portugal to sell these 5 yards of
cloth in exchange for two or three bottles of wine.
If so, England gets more than a bottle of wine (instead of one)
and Portugal would get the 5 yards for less than 4 bottles.
Both end up better. This example yields the same result if it
were Portugal to oﬀer 4 bottles of wine to England in
exchange for between six and nine yards of cloth.
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The specialization principle
A powerful theorem: countries should relatively specialize in
the production of those commodities in which they possess a
relative (not necessarily absolute) advantage!!
The relative price would settle in between the opportunity
costs.
The entire problem amounts to an eﬃcient allocation of the
given resources (labour) in each country.
The actual term of trade (international relative price) would be
ﬁxed in dependence to the relative demand curves of both
countries.
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A more formal case
Ricardo stated the said principle assuming that labour were the
only factor of production.
Prices before trade: the two goods 1,2, two countries A,B
case:
p1A = wAa1A ; p2A = wAa2A ; p1B = wBa1B ; p2B = wBa2B
where p1A, p2A, p1B , p2B are prices; wA , wB are the wage
rates expressed in a conventional numéraire.
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After trade
If there is trade between A and B: demand will ﬂow where the
price of the two goods is lower: say: if
p1A = wAa1A < p1B = wBa1B ; demand will go to country A for
good 1.
Trade requires, however that p2B = wBa2B < p2A = wAa2A so
that demand for good 2 goes to B. If so
a1A
a1B
< wB
wA
and a2A
a2B
> wB
wA
. Hence a1A
a1B
< wB
wA
< a2A
a2B
.
In this case A specializes in 1 and B in 2. The international
relative price will settle according to demand and between p1A
p2A
and p1B
p2B
since p1A
p2A
< p1B
p2B
.
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Warning
These gains are merely static.
The diﬀerence between the two countries lies in their
production functions and thus their productivities.
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A more sophisticated theorem
Neo-classical theory has provided an elegant theorem according
to which trade is advantageous even if production functions
and preference schedules are the same in both A and B.
The diﬀerence lies in production factor endowments.
The statement: a country ought to specialize in the
production of and trade in that good which is more relatively
intensive of the factor of which it is more relatively endowed.
A graphical illustration will be provided.
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Implications
Relatively labour intensive countries ought to specialize in
relatively labour intensive goods. Capital intensive countries in
capital intensive goods
Developing countries ought to specialize in labour intensive
goods, developed ones in capital intensive goods.
If these statements were vouchsafed by reality international
trade would occur only between countries with diﬀerent factor
endowments.
Trade would mainly be between agriculture and primary goods
producing developing countries and manufactured goods
producing developed countries.
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